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New CT Reconstruction Features:

•  Import Nikon parameter files: Use VGSTUDIO or  
VGSTUDIO MAX to reconstruct Nikon projection data 
directly from the CT machine—no manual copy and 
paste of parameters necessary—and benefit from 
advanced techniques, such as exact angle reconstruc-
tion and multi-ROI reconstruction. 

•  Import NSI parameter files: Use VGSTUDIO or 
VGSTUDIO MAX to reconstruct NSI projection data 
directly from the CT machine—no manual copy and 
paste of parameters necessary—and benefit from 
advanced techniques, such as exact angle reconstruc-
tion and multi-ROI reconstruction.

CT Reconstruction

File Input/Output

Building on the innovations of 3.5.0, version 3.5.1 now offers countless benefits along with the following new capabilities*:

*Please note: Depending on the platform, there are differences in the range of functions for different operating systems. See our continuously updated Product Information page for 
details: www.volumegraphics.com/en/support/product-information.html

Rigaku Volume Import

Directly import high-resolution volume data from Rigaku CT
systems, including the correct settings for orientation and
dimensions. This eliminates the need for a time-consuming
manual import into VGSTUDIO MAX.

Merging Multiple Scans in One Go

By combining the contents of multiple project files in a  
single scene, such as when analyzing multiple scans of 
similar parts in the same way, you can save a lot of time 
compared to manually merging each individual project.

More New File Input/Output Features: 

•  Import volume files saved in HDF 5 format: Directly 
import volume files saved in HDF 5 format, which is 
used in research and by 3D-printing companies, 
without conversion.

•  Improved Toshiba volume import: By supporting data 
mapping and clamping for 14-bit data sets, you can 
now load data sets with a data range other than 16 
bit, and by changing default mirroring, Volume Graph-
ics software displays the scanned part identical to the 
Toshiba reconstruction software.



File Input/Output

Coordinate Measurement

Ambient Occlusion

Ambient occlusion gives 3D renderings in Volume  
Graphics applications more realistic shading and a feeling 
of depth. Without noticeable performance impact, the 
shading and rendering technique calculates how exposed 
to ambient lighting each point in a scene is. This provides 
realistic depth perception. It also improves the orientation 
in complex models and helps when visually inspecting 
and navigating in the 3D view. In computer graphics, this 
technology is known as Screen Space Ambient Occlusion 
(SSAO).

Select and Remove Fit Points Using ROIs

You can now eliminate fit points in a specific area or only
select fit points in a specific area. This allows you to avoid
using points that do not belong to the feature or represent
artifacts. To define the selection, you can use the complete
set of ROI functions.



Improved Performance for Projects with
Many Coordinate Measurement Objects

Working with a large number of coordinate measurement
objects in one template (for example, multiple groups,
geometry elements, local coordinate systems, and com-
bined geometry elements), such as importing or editing the
template, is now significantly faster. Performance improves
up to 30%, depending on the combination of items in the
scene.

Automatically Create Annotations for
Ray-Based Minimum and Maximum Wall
Thickness

By automatically creating annotations for the minimum and
maximum wall thickness for the ray method, you can now
identify critical areas and the exact positions at which the 
wall thickness is lowest or highest.

More New Coordinate Measurement
Features:

•  Permanently remove fit points from freeform elements: 
Areas of the scan that are not to be evaluated (e.g., in  
the area of an injection point or numbering) for profile 
tolerances can now be excluded and removed.  

•  Improved best-fit alignment for symmetrical parts: We’ve 
improved the overall best-fit alignment, especially for 
almost symmetrical parts such as cubes, pipes, or disks.

Wall Thickness Analysis

Create ROI from Sphere-Based Wall
Thickness Mask

Create ROIs from a wall thickness mask based on the 
sphere method for further analyses of regular (thick) 
structures, such as in lattices of additively manufactured 
parts. This allows you to quickly extract nodes in a lattice 
structure, among others.



Better Uniform Control Point Distribution
in Mesh Compensation

When compensating a mesh using the uniform control point
method, control points are now better aligned to the part,
which reduces the number of points needed while produc-
ing better results. The distribution of the control point grid 
now corresponds to the shape of the object as opposed to 
the voxel space.

Transform Specific Points for
Compensation during Import

You can now import specific points for compensation to the
Manufacturing Geometry Correction module that have a
different alignment in their CAD description than in the tool
space. As the part in the tool is often aligned differently than
in its original design, the defined points for a compensation
need to be transformed from the part’s nominal position (in 
its assembly) to its position in the tool to produce useful 
results for compensation.

Manufacturing Geometry Correction and Mesh Compensation

Wireframe View for Compensation Mesh
Preview

Previewing the result of selected compensation mesh
parameters as wireframe saves time when iterating
parameters.

Eliminating the Need for Nominal/Actual
Comparison between Nominal and Mold 

Tool correction can now be performed without performing a
nominal/actual comparison between nominal and mold in
advance. This results in a more streamlined workflow that
yields better results due to more sensible point placement.
Until now, nominal/actual comparisons have often produced
artifacts that needed to be eliminated by using filters (if they
could be eliminated at all), causing suboptimally compen-
sated surface results.ics software displays the scanned 
part identical to the Toshiba reconstruction software.



Porosity/Inclusion Analysis

Support of the Quality Factor Q acc. to
BDG P 203 

The BDG Reference Sheet P 203 proposes a quality 
measure of the CT scan called “Q factor,” which is now 
supported in Volume Graphics software. The Q factor is a 
simple approach for verifying the quality of the gray value 
volume and documenting the quality of your CT scan data 
directly in the P 203 analysis. You can see the user-inde-
pendent and automatically determined Q factor information 
even without performing the P 203 analysis, so you can 
decide prior to the P 203 evaluation whether the data qual-
ity fulfils minimum image quality requirements.

Automatic Porosity Key Annotations for
Porosity Analysis acc. to BDG P 203

You can now automatically display the corresponding BDG 
P 203 porosity key and the analysis results for each ana-
lyzed freeform partial volume (ROI) in the 3D window and the 
2D windows. This simplifies the evaluation of the porosity
analysis as well as the orientation in the examined data set.
Quick OK/NOK (“not okay”) decisions can be made and
documented.



NOK Count Function and Display of Out-
of-Tolerance Pores in the Porosity
Analysis acc. to BDG P 203 

You will now receive the number of NOK (“not okay”) pores 
for selected porosity parameters that are out of tolerance 
within the global volume and within a freeform partial vol-
ume (ROI). This allows you to differentiate between outliers 
and a systematic production problem, which leads to 
better process control.

In the result table of the P 203 porosity analysis, a new 
“Outof-tolerance values” column is now displayed. The 
purpose of this new column is to present the most import-
ant information in a compressed manner. You can easily 
see the pore values that are not within tolerance, the worst 
pore values that are out of tolerance and—at the same 
time—how many pores are out of tolerance for the toler-
anced porosity parameters (NOK count).

More New Porosity/Inclusion Analysis
Features:

•  Automatic annotations for out-of-tolerance pores in 
porosity analysis acc. to BDG P 203: To see the most 
critical discontinuities in 3D window and the 2D win-
dows, you can now let VGSTUDIO MAX automatically 
generate annotations for a limited number of pores that 
are out of tolerance. 

•  Improved P 201/P 202 porosity analysis interface: All 
2D porosity parameters and formatting examples that 
can be toleranced by P 201/P 202 porosity keys are 
now visible in the user interface. This will help you, for 
example, in situations where you want to define porosity 
keys without knowing the exact formatting of the po-
rosity key string. In addition, the rules for formatting the 
keys are less strict.

P 201/P 202 Porosity Analysis with
Improved Support of VW Specifications
PV 6097 and PV 6093 

If you want to explicitly use the PVs (Pruefvorschriften) of
Volkswagen AG for the 2D porosity assessment acc. to 
BDG P 201 and P 202, you can now benefit from result 
keys that are formatted according to Volkswagen’s PV 
6097/PV 6093 and take special VW rounding rules into 
account.



Volume Meshing

Visualize the Local Quality of Tetrahedra 

By visualizing the quality of tetrahedra (tets), you can now 
see if low-quality tets are in critical regions and decide to 
skip remeshing if low-quality tets are not in critical regions.

More New Volume Meshing Features: 

•  Multiple refinement regions: To control performance and 
precision more effectively in finite-element (FE) calcula-
tions, you can now choose between different cell sizes 
(coarse or fine) for different regions of the scan, depend-
ing on how interesting the respective region is. 

•  Export of quadratic tetrahedral elements: You can now 
export quadratic TET10 tetrahedral elements for use in 
your simulations. Using quadratic tetrahedral elements 
leads to higher precision in classical finite element analy-
sis (FEA) compared to linear tetrahedral elements.

Structural Mechanics Simulation

Improved Structural Mechanics
Simulation Performance

You can now calculate large data sets faster with less
memory. Simulations are now faster, while the reduced
memory requirements allow you to run simulations on 
lowerend machines.

Mapping of von Mises Strain in
Structural Mechanics Simulation

You can now map von Mises strain data to an integration
mesh and export the data as a .csv file for additional
calculation in a postprocessor. There is no need to use a
spreadsheet for calculations based on the .csv export of  
the stress tensor field. Von Mises strain, which is an equiv-
alent strain for ductile materials, is commonly used in static 
and fatigue analysis, among others, to compare it against
particular material parameters, like the maximum allowable
strain for a specific material.



Reporting and Traceability

More Customizable Report Layouts

Create entirely new report page layouts by combining
arbitrary information from reported objects, for example, to
create overview sections or sections that contain multiple
result images of a part. You can choose from images,
attributes, tables, and info fields and arrange them flexibly to
customize the way results, settings, images, and other
information are presented on report pages.

Resizing and Re-Ordering Table Columns 
in Reports 

Customize the order of table columns and the size allo-
cated to the individual columns directly in the report editor. 
For example, you can group important columns, move col-
umns to the beginning of the table, and optimize the use 
of space on report pages by resizing columns. This feature 
brings customization options similar to the tables used in 
the original application dialogs to the new report editor.

Multi-Selection and Copy and Paste for
Report Layout Elements

Re-arrange or duplicate existing layout elements by using 
multi-selection and copy and paste when creating custom 
report pages. This saves you valuable time, because you no 
longer have to reposition elements individually or go through 
the main edit menu to multiply elements.

More Info Field Options in Reports 

Customize your reports by changing the format of the dis-
played report date/time or project file path or by displaying
the name of the reported object on a page, by means of
additional info field options for report background and sec-
tions. This gives you more control over the way information 
is displayed on report pages, regardless of system date/
time settings, and, in general, more customization options.



Re-Ordering of Section Groups in the
Report Editor

By changing the order in which the pages of reported 
objects are displayed in the report, you can now semanti-
cally group report pages, even if the reported objects are 
at different positions in the scene hierarchy.

More New Reporting and Traceability
Features:

•  Indicator for selected elements in the report editor proper-
ties bar: When you edit element properties in a report, for
example, when you change the displayed columns of a
table, the properties bar now clearly indicates the element
properties that are being edited and the resulting changes
on the report pages. Edited elements are automatically
shown and there is an indicator if the selected element is
currently not visible.

•  Built-in sections for multiple images on a single page:
You can now make reports shorter by using sections that
place multiple snapshots, bookmarks, or automatically
created images on a single page. These new built-in
sections provide more flexibility and can also be used as
an example of creating entirely customized multi-element
sections.

•  Support for digital volume correlation (DVC) analysis re-
sults: You can now include default sections for the results
of a digital volume correlation analysis in reports created
with the new report editor.

•  Displaying the actual tag names for custom metain-
fo fields when editing a report: With the new preview
function when metainformation fields are added, you can
now easily identify the relevant tags without having to add
them to a page beforehand.

•  Updating reports using custom default report layouts:
Newly added objects can now automatically be displayed
in the same layout as the objects at the time of the orig-
inal report creation, making it easier to create consistent
reports. An example of this is when an existing report
needs to be updated with newly added scene objects
that were not part of the initial report.

Automation

Improved Display of Objects in Macros 

You can now see used and created objects for all steps in a
macro in the advanced automation tool, which allows you to
better understand what a macro will do when played back 
and find reasons for possible playback errors.



Multiple User Sessions on One Machine
with Floating Licenses

Changes in the floating license mechanism now give you
more freedom to choose where you work with VGSTUDIO
MAX or VGMETROLOGY and make it more convenient to
share hardware. The improved floating license mechanism
may, for example, be useful in the following scenarios:

1.  You leave a large project open while attending a meet-
ing to avoid reopening it when returning to your work-
station. In the meantime, your colleague can use your
workstation by switching to their Windows user account
and work on a different project using a second floating
license. When you return, you can switch back to your
account and continue where you left off.

2.  You can leave the project open on your lab workstation
and —without long reload times—access the open proj-
ect on the lab workstation from your office to perform
further analysis of the scan.
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